
Alive Mobile
Jul 2012 - Jul 2014Junior iOS Developer

As a Software Developer at CompSol, I was responsible for creating and developing 
native iOS and Android applications for our clients. There was a wide vary applications 
I was responsible for, ranging from a Point of Sales System, to an application that acts 
a tool of communication for a secondary school.

CompSol
Jul 2014 - Aug 2015Software Engineer

At The IoT Group it was my responsibility to oversee the designing, development, 
testing and deployment of the iOS and Android mobile applications. My 
responsibilities also included server-side development and low-compute cost vision 
system development (facial detection + facial recognition).
I would oversee and manage contractual in-house developers, and travel to China to 
act as project manager for the applications being developed by our Chinese partners 
and suppliers.

The IOT Group
Aug 2015 - Feb 2017Software Engineer

At Only About Children (OAC), I bridged the communication between the 
development team and senior leadership. Taking the helm of development, I 
established and implemented coding standards to ensure consistency and quality 
across the team’s output. Our primary focus was twofold: refining the application that 
enables educators to communicate with parents, and enhancing the platform that 
empowers management with admin functionalities and business data monitoring.

Only About Children
Feb 2017 - Oct 2018iOS Engineer

At Sentral, I wore multiple hats as the lead mobile applications developer and the 
acting product manager. Entrusted with the helm of our mobile strategy, I 
spearheaded the development of our native iOS and Android applications. I took an 
active part in curating and prioritizing the features, ensuring that every new 
functionality introduced was in line with our strategic goals and user needs.

Sentral
Oct 2018 - Oct 2019Senior iOS Engineer

At GraysOnline, I served as the lead mobile developer, a multifaceted role that placed 
me at the forefront of our mobile strategy. Leading the charge in developing native 
iOS and Android applications, I collaborated closely with the Project Manager and 
Head of Engineering. Together, we translated business requirements into actionable 
tasks, ensuring seamless integration of new functionalities and swift resolution of bug 
fixes within the native applications.

GraysOnline
Oct 2019 - Sep 2020Lead Mobile Engineer

At ANZ, I play an integral role in the evolution of ANZ Plus. This sophisticated platform 
is not only secure but also designed to foster enhanced financial habits. With ANZ 
Plus, users can delve into a breakdown of their expenditures by category, establish 
savings objectives with ease, and benefit from  innovative and state-of-the-art features.

ANZ
Sep 2020 - PresentSenior iOS Engineer

EXPERIENCES

Software Developer with 10+ years of experience in native mobile development & 
backend development.
My forte is in mobile development, specifically native iOS & native Android 
development.

CAREER PROFILE

will@lumley.io

0434 095 828

lumley.io

linkedin.com/in/willlumley/

github.com/will-lumley

@wlumley95

Senior Software Engineer
Will Lumley

iOS & macOS Swift (1 to 5)
iOS Objective C
UIKit & SwiftUI
Github Actions
Cocoapods, Carthage, SPM
Android (Kotlin & Java)
Laravel (4 to 5.x)
AWS Infrastructure Stack
C, C++
OpenCV3 
Arduino
Raspberry Pi (and other various SOCs)
MySQL, MSSQL, Sqlite 3
HTML, CSS & Javascript

SKILLS

For a list of my projects, please visit 
https://lumley.io/

PROJECTS


